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We need to stop wars.
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1. Project Overview
Throughout history, people are always the greatest victims in wars.
A war has caused an indelible negative impact on the world
economy and people's livelihood, and it has also turned many
people in the world into refugees...Such as World War II, which was a
global military conflict that lasted from 1939 ( even 1931) to 1945.
It was also the largest number of civilian deaths on record, with a
total death toll of 70 million, making it the deadliest war in human
history. We love peace and don't like war, but in this world, the
sound of guns, artillery and explosions is far more than the sound of
firecrackers and salutes. We against war and dislike it because the
days of war are full of artillery fire. A large area of thick smoke is
everywhere, which not only pollutes the air and ozone layer, but
also makes many people lose their lives, relatives and homes.
Looking at the current Ukrainian Russian war, not only many people
are wrapped up in clothes, but also the number of refugees in the
world has increased again. We aim to call for peace and against war.

2. Charity
The Peace Project announced the launch of the first world's DAO
autonomous charity project using the concept of the metaverse, and
established a "decentralized autonomous organization Peace DAO",
allowing donors to directly participate in the management of their
donations. Each Peace Coin holder’s tax generated from each
transaction will donate part of the money to the refugees displaced
in the war. The Peace Community banded with Red Cross will donate
to the refugees in the war through the open source blockchain
intelligent contract. Team hopes to become the first world's
"decentralized charity Pecae" use fashion abnormality is the story of
the background as the breakthrough point, and combined with
lovers who like technology and block chain, and decentralized USES
block chain technology properties and derivative DAO. Borrowing
"United international Red Cross", " The charitable organization
decentralized DAO", and "Let the war brings people damage
remedied, to give donors and victims what they want and get
peace.Let peace in the world."

3、Technology application
Blockchain technology has four advantages: decentralization,
openness and transparency, information traceability and automatic
execution through intelligent contracts. These four advantages
correspond to the problem that the original charity projects have
been criticized. The first is the characteristics of decentralization:
blockchain can distribute the information related to Peace charity
projects on all nodes of the network. At present, no technology can
tamper with more than 51% of the node data on the whole network
at the same time, which prevents an organization or individual from
manipulating a charity project for their own interests. Secondly, the
characteristics of openness and transparency: because all the
information on the blockchain is open to the whole network, relevant
people can query and trace each transaction. In this way, we can
know who the corresponding recipient of each donation is, how to
use it, how many times it has been distributed, how the relief effect
is, and so on. We can query and trace the relevant responsible
person point-to-point. Thirdly, the characteristics of information
traceability: the donor and the donated project are directly related,
and each payment flow is stored on the chain. All parties can check
and supervise, and know every donation like the back of their
hands, so as to ensure the openness and transparency of public
welfare projects. Finally, the use of Peace intelligent contract solves

the complex processes and black box operations in traditional
charity projects. We only need to set the relevant conditions and
requirements, and the intelligent contract can be executed
automatically. The charitable and public welfare projects supported
by blockchain technology let us understand the whole process of the
project and the information of relevant personnel involved, and no
longer worry about the authenticity and black box operation of the
project. In this way, we can focus more on the charitable and public
welfare projects themselves.

4.Token Allocation

Taken name ：Peace
Distribute chain：BSC

Total issuance：840000000
Black hole destruction(Locked for 100 years): 53%
Charity supplies(locked for 2 months): 2%
Pre-sale: 25%
Mobility: 15%
Charity marketing(locked for 2 months): 5%

Transaction fee: 10% tax for each transaction (3% for refugee
donation, 2% for destruction and 5% for marketing)
Contract address：0x7692b37848dc1520F8cA16D05e7330Bc383D5659

Black hole destruction: 53%
Pre-sale: 25%
Charity marketing: 5%

Charity supplies: 2%
Mobility: 15%

5、 Vision planning
According to the statistics of UNHCR, there are nearly 84 million
refugees in the world so far, and the number of refugees is gradually
increasing all the time. The vision of peace project is to stop all
wars, curb the growth of the number of refugees, and then further
reduce the number of refugees. As long as the world is peaceful,
peace will make great efforts to this end. There has never been a
good war, nor a bad peace. -- Franklin

6、 Declaration of peace
Article 1
Everyone has the right to peace, so that all human rights can be
promoted and protected and development can be fully realized.
Article 2
States should respect, practice and promote equality and non
discrimination, justice and the rule of law, and protect people from
fear and want, so as to establish peace within and among societies.
Article 3
States, the United Nations and the specialized agencies should take
appropriate sustainable measures to implement the present
declaration, in particular the United Nations Educational, scientific
and cultural organization. International, regional, national and local
organizations and civil society should be encouraged to support and
assist in the implementation of this declaration.
Article 4
International and national institutions for peace education should be
strengthened in order to strengthen the spirit of tolerance, dialogue,
cooperation and solidarity for all. To this end, the University for
peace should contribute to the major task of extensive peace
education through participation in teaching, research, graduate
training and knowledge dissemination.
Article 5
Nothing in this declaration shall be construed as contrary to the
purposes and principles of the United Nations. The provisions
contained in this declaration must be understood in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of
human rights and relevant international and regional instruments
ratified by States.

7.Team

R3 Blockchain Alliance:
At the end of 2015, R3 CEV, a technology company of Internet
finance, gathered an alliance composed of 42 well-known banks to
study and discover the application of blockchain technology in the
financial industry. The world's top financial institutions, including
Barclays, Credit Suisse, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, ING,
etc., work together through this alliance to figure out how
blockchain should be used in the financial industry.
Nansen International Refugee Organization:
It is an organization founded by the League of nations in 1930,
named after the famous explorer and social activist Friedrich
Nansen. The purpose of the organization is to inherit Nansen's will
and provide relief to refugees after his death. In 1933, 14
international conferences on the prohibition of refugee persecution
were held in Geneva. Second, providing legal protection for
refugees. They have applied for identity cards, visas and residence
permits for many refugees, focusing on the relief of the elderly, the
weak, the sick and the disabled. The third is to provide economic
assistance to refugees and encourage them to save themselves. In
the eight years of the office's existence, it has helped nearly 1
million refugees.
Michael kobanian:
Founder of cryptocurrency community in Kiev and spiritual leader of
Ukrainian blockchain. We strongly call for an end to the war and the
right of everyone to peace.
Anatoly Kaplan:
Founder of forklog's cryptocurrency news website and a famous
anti war figure, participated in the United Nations humanitarian
relief operation in 2016 and was awarded the United Nations peace
Ambassador medal.
Pavel Kravchenko:
Co-founder of the distributed lab and the organizer of the blockchain
rooftop annual conference, dedicated to the research of blockchain
technology to improve the world.

8. Road map
Q1: Peace, together with the "International Red Cross Society" and
the "decentralized charity Dao organization", plans to start sending
materials to the refugees in the war through fund-raising in
February, and go to the front line of the war with Nansen
international refugee organization to provide medical assistance to
the refugees.
Q2: Peace will jointly publicize and promote the blockchain's global
communities and industry's top we media platform resources,
launch this charity fund-raising activity in the blockchain industry,
and plan to launch major centralized exchanges such as Huo coin
and Qian'an in April.
Q3: Peace will issue NFT of charity projects and unite with
"International Red Cross", "decentralized charity Dao organization"
and "Nansen international charity organization" to empower it, and
use the funds obtained from NFT for charitable donations to
refugees.
Q4:Work hard for peace cause forever.

9. Contact information
Telegram：https://t.me/PeaceTonkenChat
Twitter ：Peace (@_PeaceDao) / Twitter

